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Global Context 1

‘All young Australians 
become successful 
learners, confident 
and creative 
individuals, and active 
and informed citizens’



Global Context 2



Global Context 3



14 countries - 340 schools - 680 teachers
9700 students



Looking ahead to 2021, 2024, 2027 and 2030

OECD 2030 Framework for Education



Economic arguments

James Heckman & Tim Kautz (2013)                                             
Fostering and measuring skills interventions that improve character and 

cognition.  
Bonn: Institute for the Study of Labor.  



Evidence from educational research

Leslie Gutman & Ingrid Schoon (2013) 
The impact of non-cognitive skills on outcomes for young people. 

London: Institute of Education. 



Desirable Capabilities – 7Cs

Collaboration

Curiosity

Craftsmanship Confidence

Communication

Creativity

Commitment



Comparing Capability Frameworks

Victorian Capabilities New Pedagogies for 

Deeper Learning

Educating Ruby/

Learning Power

Partnership for 21 

Learning
Critical and Creative Thinking

Questions & Possibilities

Reasoning

Meta-cognition

Critical Thinking

Creative Thinking

Character

Creativity

Curiosity

Commitment

Craftsmanship

Confidence

Creativity

Critical Thinking

Ethical

Understanding Concepts

Decision-making & Actions

Intercultural

Cultural Practices

Cultural Diversity

Citizenship

Personal and Social

Self-Awareness & 

Management

Social-Awareness &  

Management

Collaboration Collaboration Collaboration

Communication Communication Communication



The importance of the Victorian capabilities



How do you cultivate any capability?

1. Understand it - its components and what it 
looks like when students do it

2. Create climate for it - role models, co-
curriculum, displays, language, rewards

3. Cultivate it (a) - visible thinking; subject + 
capability

(b) - choose signature pedagogies 
4. Build learner engagement - students own it
5. Use a range of assessment practices to track 

progression



1





Cultures for critical thinking and  creativity2

 The opportunity for play and experimentation/exploration 
 A non-threatening atmosphere in which children are secure enough 

to take risks and make mistakes 
 Activities presented in exciting or unusual contexts 
 Opportunity for generative thought, where ideas are greeted 

openly 
 Opportunity for critical reflection in a supportive environment 
 Children given a sense of engagement and ownership of ideas and 

tasks 
 Respect for difference and the creativity of others 
 Choices given to children in terms of resources and methods 

Harrington, David (1990). The ecology of human creativity: a psychological 
perspective. In Theories of creativity (pp. 143–169). Newbury Park: Sage Publications



Make capabilities visible3a



Teach knowledge and capabilities



The idea of ‘signature pedagogy’
What might it be for capabilities?

Lee Shulman (2005) Signature pedagogies in the 

professions. Daedelus, 134, 52-59

3b
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Pedagogy for Capability  © Lucas, Claxton & Spencer 



Problem-based Learning

1. Questioning techniques

2. Mantle of the Expert

3. Philosophy for Children

4. Role play and simulation

5. Reframing

6. Perspective taking

Growth mindset

7. Group working

8. Peer teaching

9. Authentic assessment

Classroom as 
Learning Community

Deliberate Practice

10. Drafting

11. Expert demonstration

12. Student feedback

13. Possibility Thinking

14. Process mapping

15. Meditation

Playful Experimentation



Key processes for Critical & Creative Thinking



Key methods being used by Victorian schools 

case studies
problem-based learning

thinking routines
philosophy for children

role play
games

deep questions
teacher modelling

authentic tasks
thinking out loud

peer teaching
coaching

self-managed projects
enquiry-led teaching



Assessing capabilities- a world first5



Approaches to Assessing Capabilities

PUPIL TEACHER REAL WORLD ONLINE

Real-time feedback
Photos
Self-report
questionnaires
Logs/diaries/  
journals

Peer review
Group critique
Digital badges
Portfolios

In-process 
evaluation

Criterion-
referenced 
grading

Performance  
tasks

Rating of 
products and 
processes

Structured 
interviews

Capstone projects

Expert reviews
Authentic tests eg
presentations,
interviews
podcasts
films

Gallery critique
Exhibitions

Reliable,  
validated 
online tests



NPDL 

Limited evidence 
Emerging 
Developing 
Accelerating 
Proficient



Assessment as a Way of Life
Gallery Critique – Ron Berger  

1. Be kind
2. Be specific
3. Be helpful
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Principles of effective assessment

 It needs to be reliable. If you weigh a bag of apples at different times of day and in 
different rooms, you want the scales to record the same weight. The same is true 
for assessing, say, ethical understanding (although it is rather more complex!)

 It needs to be valid. That’s to say it needs to measure what it sets out to measure. 
In our context it needs to be, say, tracking progress in meta-cognition rather than in 
reasoning.

 It needs to be timely. It’s going to be most helpful if pupils get feedback as they are 
learning so that they can act upon it.

 It needs to draw on more than one source of evidence. If you are trying to measure 
an individual’s ability to be resilient, say, you might like to hear a learner 
perspective, have a teacher’s observation of resilience in action and, perhaps, the 
evidence of several drafts of an essay, to act as evidence. This approach is often 
referred to as triangulation. 

 It needs to be manageable. Whatever you decide upon it needs to pass your 
common sense test that it is actually do-able alongside your other demands. The 
best way of making any assessment manageable is to integrate it into teaching and 
learning so that it happens all the time rather than as an add-on.





An example from Rooty Hill High School



Implications for Professional Learning





Capabilities and their alignment to NPDL 6Cs



Critical & Creative Thinking Notes on coverage in NPDL

Questions & Possibilities
+ Investigate characteristics of effective questioning  

in different contexts
+ Suspend judgments to allow new possibilities and 

broaden horizons
+ Challenge  assumptions, creating new links, 

generating ideas/solutions

Close alignment with Creativity: Asking the 
right inquiry question; Considering and 
Pursuing novel ideas and solutions

Reasoning
+ Examine rhetorical devices & reasoning errors
+ Identify & analyse suppressed premises/ 

assumptions
+ Investigate counter-arguments
+ Consider ambiguity and equivocation in arguments
+ Investigate & refine criteria in developing 

conclusions  

Close alignment with Critical Thinking: 
Evaluating information and arguments; 
Making connections and identifying patterns; 
Meaningful knowledge construction

Meta-cognition
+ Critically examine thinking processes and cognitive 

biases
+ Investigate how learning strategies can be 

monitored, evaluated and  changed
+ Investigate criteria for rationally evaluating quality 

of ideas and their viability

Some alignment with Critical Thinking: 
Evaluating information and arguments. 
Some alignment with Character: Learning to 
deep learn; Self-regulation and responsibility 
for learning

Critical & Creative Thinking and NPDL compared



Ethical Notes on coverage in NPDL

Understanding Concepts
+ Investigate connections & distinctions 

between relative values of concepts including 
fairness, equality, respect, tolerance

+ Explore ethical problems and way different 
positions are related to commonly held views, 
especially influence of cultural norms, 
religion, world views, philosophical thought 

+ Distinguish between ethical & non-ethical 
dimensions of complex issues, including legal 
and ethical

Some alignment with Citizenship: Solving 
ambiguous and complex problems in the real 
world

Decision-making & Actions
+ Discuss issues raised by thinking about 

consequences & duties when decision-
making and arguments against these 
approaches

+ Investigate how different factors in decision-
making can be managed by people/groups

Some alignment with Citizenship: 
Understanding of diverse values and world 
views

Ethical and NPDL compared



Intercultural Notes on coverage in NPDL

Cultural Practices
+ Analyse interrelationships between 

and within cultures and impact on 
their own and others cultural 
practices

+ Analyse ways in which intercultural 
attitudes contribute to attitudes,  
beliefs and behaviours and 
how they are manifested in different 
contexts

Close alignment with Citizenship: 
Understanding of diverse values and world 
views

Cultural Diversity
+ Identify & analyse challenges/

benefits of living/working in inter-
connected & diverse world

+ Analyse components of cohesive 
society and challenges, benefits and 
consequences of maintaining cohesion or 
not

Close alignment with Citizenship: A global 

perspective

Intercultural and NPDL compared



Personal & Social Notes on coverage in NPDL

Self-awareness & Management - Emotions
+ Evaluate emotional responses and management of 

emotions in different contexts

Some alignment with Communication: 
Communication for particular audiences

Self-awareness & Management – Resilience
+ Develop criteria to appraise personal qualities and 

use these to design strategies for a challenge
+ Analyse significance of independence and 

individual responsibility in completing challenging 
tasks

Close alignment with Character: Grit, 
tenacity, perseverance and resilience

Social awareness & Management – Relationships & Diversity
+ Analyse how divergent  values/beliefs contribute 

to different perspectives on social issues 
+ Acknowledge importance of  empathy and 

acceptance of diversity for a cohesive community 
& reflect on effectiveness of strategies for 
respecting diversity & human rights 

+ Investigate personal, social and cultural factors 
influencing ability to experience positive 
relationships & explore rights & responsibilities of 
individuals in relationships

Close alignment with all the elements of 
Collaboration

Also some alignment with Citizenship: 
Solving ambiguous problems in the real-
world to benefit citizens

Social awareness & Management – Collaboration
+ Evaluate own & others contribution to group tasks, 

using critique & feedback and make 
recommendations for improvement

+ Develop skills and strategies to prevent/resolve 
conflict and explore conflict resolution in range of 
contexts

Close alignment with all the elements of 
Collaboration

Personal & Social and NPDL compared



Putting it all together
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